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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
Courtney N. Martensen, MS, LMHC, NCC

Greetings FCA Members,
I hope you have had a wonderful start to the New Year!
In this issue of the FCA Guidelines, the focus is “Building Connections: Leadership &
Mentorship.” Some may hold a misconception that leaders no longer require support
from seasoned mentors once they have been involved in leadership and are deemed
“seasoned” themselves. In fact, the opposite is true. Great leaders are aware of their
strengths and also when they require additional support and mentorship in their roles,
regardless of their time spent as a “leader.” Leaders are not exempt from requiring the
support from trusted mentors as they navigate the complexities of leadership; they
have a network of supportive mentors to advise and guide them as they face adversity
and conquer new challenges. It is natural and expected for leaders to have safe and
confidential spaces to express their innermost experiences and grow during this
process with trusted mentors.

Speaking of safe spaces and trust, FCA was delighted to host and collaborate during our "Improvisational Techniques for Leaders” webinar on
January 14, 2022, with Rachel Stromberg, VP of Training and Development and a founding member of Mad Cowford Improv Comedy. Participants
shared their experiences while observing the volunteers perform their improv skits. Participants learned how improv is not about being funny and
can be an asset to our personal and professional lives. Volunteers were tasked with “putting themselves out there” to model helpful, improv
techniques to learn new ways of interacting with and embracing others’ ideas and contributions when in a group setting. Thank you to all the
volunteers who demonstrated bravery while maintaining a validating a safe space for all. FCA has several webinars planned in the upcoming
weeks. Please be sure to check out our website for additional details
On January 11, 2022, FCA Leadership was informed of the Counseling Compact Bill’s progression; the bill has been formally introduced in the
House and Senate. For more information, please be sure to visit the provided links:
Senate Bill (SB 358) | Senate Bill Language | House Bill (HB 1521) | House Bill Language
We look forward to supporting the Counseling Compact in Florida! Thank you FCA and ACA leaders for your support!
On a more solemn note, I am saddened to share the news of the passing of Dr. Stephanie Carroll. She passed away on December 23, 2021.
Stephanie was a highly active and influential member and leader of FCA. She made a positively memorable impact within our association,
especially as a counselor advocate. Outside of FCA, Stephanie was an advocate for breast cancer awareness. She will be deeply missed and fondly
remembered. Per the family’s directives, if you would like to honor Stephanie’s memory, donations can be made to Holy Name Food Pantry or
Susan G. Komen Foundation. Please keep her family in your hearts and thoughts as they navigate and process this difficult time.
In light of the losses we have all endured over this past year, it is important to continue to embrace and love one another. We need each other now
more than ever before.
Warmly,
Courtney N. Martensen, MS, LMHC, NCC
Florida Counseling Association, President 2021-2022
If you are interested in a leadership position, please contact the FCA office at fcaoffice@flacounseling.org
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LEADING BY EXAMPLE:
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
A REFLECTION……....continued
ON DISCUSSING THERAPY
By: Juliana Lytle, PhD, LMHC
As a counselor educator, I often find myself on the receiving end of perplexed stares and earnest
questions from those who do not understand what therapy is or why people even engage in it. At first, I admit, I
took offense. I did not appreciate what I perceived to be people undervaluing this profession and field that I
worked exceedingly hard to be a part of. How dare they not know what therapy is? How dare they not recognize
the safe space and healing that I know to be found within the context of a therapeutic alliance. However, as an
educator, I pride myself on being open to sharing and explaining things that I have learned to those willing to
listen. As such, it is within my capability to not only educate these individuals, but to also advocate for my
profession by helping others understand therapy from a new perspective.
Although the conversation about mental health has become more commonplace in society at large,
understanding therapy and therapeutic processes is not a given. Honestly, when I think about the number of
times I have spoken to friends or family members about therapy as a process, the figure is woefully small. I
speak about the profession broadly or about specific skills, but rarely do I find myself sharing what can be
expected in therapy with me or anyone else. Granted, I know that therapists come in all shapes and sizes and
have different ways of practicing, but there are a few counseling skills and practices that are foundational.
Things like active listening skills, empathy, and unconditional positive regard are some of the first things we
learn and often shape how we begin our transition from students to clinicians.
For those who have never experienced therapy or been trained within this field, the idea of therapy may be
shaped by movies and tv shows that often glamourize improbable and often unethical situations whenever
therapy is portrayed. It is our honor as individuals who chose this profession to help create a more realistic
picture of what therapy is and why we recommend it. Students, talk to your loved ones about things you’ve
learned. Clinicians, share some of the ways you’ve grown throughout your training and practice. Everyone, be
proud to share when you are also doing your own therapeutic work. Choose to lead by example. As our society
continues to shift, I hope to see more realistic representation of therapy and therapists, but even if that never
happens, we have an amazing opportunity to engage with those around us and to share what we know to be
true.
Juliana Lytle, PhD, LMHC
Florida Association for Multi-Cultural Counseling and Development (FAMCD)
Member-at-Large
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BECOMING THE MOVEMENT:
A MESSAGE FROM FCA PUBLIC POLICY
AND LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
By: Karla L. Sapp, EdD, LPC, LMHC, NCC, CCMHC, MAC, CPCS, ACS

Cheers to 2022 Florida Counseling Association membership!
What an exciting time it is to be among such esteemed counseling professionals and a
member of Florida Counseling Association.
As many of you are aware; Florida Counseling Association with the support of the American
Counseling Association has taken on the task of advocating for the passage of the Professional
Counselors Licensure Compact during this current Florida Legislative Session and the Public
Policy/Legislative Committee could not be more excited to be working diligently on your behalf to
hopefully see this necessary legislative across the finish line.

In early November of 2021, I had the pleasure of representing each of you during the Florida
Senate Health Policy Committee meeting where I provided testimony regarding the benefits of
the Professional Counseling Licensure Compact which garnered a unanimous favorable vote and
co-sponsorship of the entire Health Policy Committee. The support of the entire Health Policy
committee is monumental in that we were able to obtain the bi-partisan support of a committee
that could be instrumental in the hopeful enactment of the legislative at the end of Florida’s 2022
Legislative Session.
In an article written and published by Regan McCarthy of WFSU Public Media, it was
highlighted that the current opioid epidemic, continuing COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath, as
well as the rural healthcare disparities all lend to the ever growing shortage of mental health
counseling professionals which makes the need for Florida joining the Professional Counselors
Licensure Compact of high priority.
Now I am for certain many of you are aware of the Professional Counselors Licensure
Compact, however, I am also sure there are many who are not as familiar and therefore would like
to provide you some key points to help you familiarize yourself:
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BECOMING THE MOVEMENT:
A MESSAGE FROM FCA PUBLIC POLICY
AND LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
By: Karla L. Sapp, EdD, LPC, LMHC, NCC, CCMHC, MAC, CPCS, ACS

…continued

The Counseling Compact will allow licensed professional counselors to practice in all others
compact states – either in person or via telehealth, through a privilege to practice.
The goal of the Counseling Compact is to eliminate barriers to practice and to client care by
ensuring cooperation among member-state regulatory boards. Furthermore, the Counseling
Compact supports relocating military spouses and improves continuity of care for our
transient populations.
There must be at least 10 states to has passed legislative and joined the Counseling Compact
before it is enacted. Currently Georgia and Maryland are the only 2 states who have passed
legislation to join the Counseling Compact.
With Georgia and Maryland leading the way towards the enactment of the Professional
Licensure Counseling Compact, could Florida be next to join the movement and increase the
momentum forward?
This is where the Public Policy/Legislative Committee is encouraging your support as
members of Florida Counseling Association and the counseling profession. In the coming weeks,
we will be launching our Take Action campaign entitled, “Becoming the Movement” and are hoping
that you will consider participating in our efforts to show support and advocate on behalf of
SB 358/HB1521 Professional Counselor Licensure Compact. “Becoming the Movement” will
include several activities, to include a letter writing campaign as well as our upcoming FCA Day on
the Hill! Throughout the coming weeks, we will also be sharing more information regarding SB
358/HB1521 Professional Counselor Licensure Compact and its progression forward during the
2022 Legislative Session.
The Public Policy/Legislative Committee is honored to be working on your behalf!

Karla L. Sapp, EdD, LPC, LMHC, NCC, CCMHC, MAC, CPCS, ACS
Public Policy and Legislation Committee Co-Chair
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RAINBOW CAPITALISM:

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

ITS EFFECTS ON AND PERCEPTIONS BY THE LGBTQIA+ COMMUNITY
……....continued
By: Mariana Chacon

Pride month was developed to honor the Stonewall uprising in June 1969. The LGBTQIA+ community and
their allies continue to observe it with festivities, parades, conferences, memorials, art, etc. to celebrate
progress, strength, and their identities as well as to honor and remember members who historically paved the
way for LGBTQIA+ liberation and equality and members lost to hate crime and HIV/AIDS (Library of Congress,
2021). In 1978, Gilbert Baker, an artist, veteran, and drag performer, designed the rainbow flag to unite the
LGBTQIA+ community with a common symbol, and it is now a staple for every pride celebration (Morgan, 2019).
The rainbow flag was originally designed with eight stripes, and they each represented as follows: sexuality
(hot pink), life (red), healing (orange), sunlight (yellow), nature (green), art (turquoise), harmony (indigo), and
spirit (violet; Morgan, 2019). Hot pink was dropped due to its cost for mass production, and indigo was later
also dropped to have an even number of six stripes to split the flag for the 1979 Gay Freedom Day Parade,
which represents today’s rainbow flag and symbol (Swanson, 2015).
With growing social progress and normalization, many brands are starting to state verbal support on social
media and release rainbow-themed products at the start of June (Inspire the Mind, 2021). Some brands on
social media change their icon by adding a rainbow to their logo for the month. Within the LGBTQIA+
community, there is growing discussion around the phrase “rainbow capitalism” and how it relates to these
companies. Fresh Pisuttisarun (2021) describes this phrase as the attempt that companies make to appear
inclusive and accepting and to profit from LGBTQIA+ consumers. This online support, however, usually appears
to end on July 1st (Inspire the Mind, 2021; Wodruff et al., 2021).
Many within the LGBTQIA+ community see these similar annual efforts from brands as conditional, a
marketing strategy, and ingenuine (Fresh Pisuttisarun, 2021; Inspire the Mind, 2021). Wodruff et al. (2021) state
that these gestures require action to back them up. Unfortunately, many corporations are lacking in that action
(Gagliardo-Silver, 2021; Inspire the Mind, 2021). For example, Disney posted an LGBTQIA+ positive social media
post and presented rainbow-themed mouse ears, pins, and other merch during this year’s pride month, yet they
have announced their “first gay character” in their movies at least seven times so far, each with a few seconds
of screen time (Placido, 2021). Additionally, alcohol and tobacco brands have often marketed with targeted
advertising, corporate sponsorships, bar promotions, giveaways, etc. focused on the LGBTQIA+ community;
meanwhile, members of the LGBTQIA+ community have higher rates of alcohol and tobacco abuse compared
to their cisgender and heterosexual peers (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2021; Spivey et al.,
2018).
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ITS EFFECTS ON AND PERCEPTIONS BY THE LGBTQIA+ COMMUNITY
By: Mariana Chacon

…continued

The voices of the LGBTQIA+ community around “rainbow capitalism” suggest that, like with other
marginalized communities, the image of allyship includes more than a social media post or a rainbow.
“What does it mean to be supportive of LGBT lives that goes beyond just saying you're LGBT
friendly[?]” (Farrow, 2019). Stating support and acceptance is not the same as demonstrating it. Within
the field of counseling, this is especially true, as clients are reading not just the words counselors
speak, but also their tone, nonverbal communications, and level of competence, or lack of, in working
with their cultural identities. Therefore, going beyond the fundamentals of nonjudgmental listening,
basic counseling skills, and stating acceptance of LGBTQIA+ identities in the counseling room and on
online platforms would help counselors add action to these gestures.
It can be difficult sometimes to know which steps to take as an ally and to know what it means to
be an ally and an advocate as a counselor. Reading this newsletter piece is already a great step
forward! There are also a number of further efforts that can be made as a counselor, such as taking
the time to learn more about the LGBTQIA+ community, their experiences, and their needs; listening to
their voices; learning to break down and let go of heteronormative and cisnormative assumptions and
using inclusive language; and participating in advocacy within and out of the therapy room. Many
LGBTQIA+ individuals often see through “rainbow capitalism,” but genuine intentions and efforts such
as these are appreciated.
Furthermore, when it comes to advocacy, counselors have an ethical responsibility to engage in it
at various levels to help remove potential barriers that are limiting a client’s growth or access
(American Counseling Association, 2014; Section A.7.a.). Like leaders, being an advocate does not
require grand world-saving actions; counselors can exhibit leadership and advocacy in each step
taken towards promoting growth and a better society for all. Still, “sometimes the hardest steps
towards advocacy action are the first ones” (Sandman et al., 2014). One way to start is by listening for
or finding a need within your community. For example, there are a lack of valid assessments related to
LGBTQIA+ issues and some communities may lack local support and resource centers for LGBTQIA+
individuals and their families (Sandman et al., 2014; Simons et al., 2016). Where there may be a need,
counselors can step in and help build a solution.
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RAINBOW CAPITALISM:
ITS EFFECTS ON AND PERCEPTIONS BY THE LGBTQIA+ COMMUNITY
By: Mariana Chacon

…continued

Furthermore, in crafting this newsletter piece, due to a lack of peer reviewed entries found related
to rainbow capitalism and its effects on and perceptions by the LGBTQIA+ community, counselors are
also invited to help gather and investigate further research surrounding this topic.
Additionally, politics play a role in the lives of clients; therefore, counselors can participate by
contacting representatives and speaking at board meetings to help stop legislation that may harm
LGBTQIA+ people or to help create protection-related policies for them and by leading workshops at
the district, state, and national level to help further LGBTQIA+ education (Simons et al., 2016). The
Florida Counseling Association (FCA) has and currently is taking legislative action surrounding
counseling-related issues, and the FCA website has a number of resources related to this process,
such as a guide on scheduling and conducting meetings with your representatives, information on
Florida's legislative process, etc. (Florida Counseling Association, 2020). In particular, the FCA has
supported the SB 180/HB 41 Conversion Therapy Ban bill and created a document with rationale for the
support (Florida Counseling Association, n.d.).
Counselors can connect with organizations like the FCA as well as their local communities, and
they can engage in leadership by opening opportunities for other counselors to grow as allies and
advocates by engaging in mentorship and by leading webinars and consultation groups. Members of
the LGBTQIA+ community are also encouraged to take up leadership roles as well to help influence the
direction of advocacy and help represent the voices within the community. One thing is for certain, we
cannot change the world in one day, especially alone.

Mariana Chacon
Florida Association for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Issues in Counseling
Graduate Student Representative
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RAINBOW CAPITALISM:
ITS EFFECTS ON AND PERCEPTIONS BY THE LGBTQIA+ COMMUNITY
By: Mariana Chacon
…continued
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ATTENTION!
MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT COUNSELING
FUTURE FCA DIVISION OPPORTUNITY

Please reach out to Dr. Chris
Ostrander at
chrisocounseling@gmail.com if
you are interested in joining this
Division.

A recent resurgence of interest in
establishing an FCA Division of Military and
Government Counseling (MGC) has
emerged. Our first goal is to invite new
members to build a solid foundation for this
potential Division. All are welcome to join us,
though we strongly encourage anyone who
is already a member of another FCA Division
to stay in their current Division and add MGC
as an additional Division. If you are not
currently an FCA member, we hope you
consider joining us!

Thank you for your consideration!
If you are interested in learning
about the Military and Government
Counseling Association (MGCA),
visit this website.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
Sponsored by The Florida Association for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Issues in Counseling (FALGBTIC)
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IN REMEMBRANCE:
DR. STEPHANIE CARROLL
"Dr. Stephanie Carroll was a highly active and influential member and leader of the
Florida Counseling Association. Stephanie held numerous leadership roles, and many
remember her during our FCA Annual Conventions – bringing the Conventions to life
with her enthusiasm and dedication. I was first introduced to Stephanie during FCA’s
2016 Leadership Development Institute, where I would learn important information
about how to begin the role of FACAC Division President. Stephanie helped to ease
any apprehension I had entering into this new leadership role and quelled my
anxiety. Being accepted and welcomed with open arms has been one of the greatest
gifts I have been given as a leader, thank you, Stephanie. Those who knew Stephanie
during her time with FCA know the positive impact she made within the association,
especially as a counselor advocate, and my hope is that some of her most valued
qualities remain. As the current FCA President, I will continue fostering the feeling of
acceptance while welcoming new leaders, which Stephanie shared with so many of
us. She will be deeply missed and fondly remembered."

Courtney N. Martensen, MS, LMHC, NCC,
FCA President
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IN REMEMBRANCE:
DR. STEPHANIE CARROLL

…continued.

"I had the honor and privilege of getting to know and working with Dr. Stephanie
Carroll for the past several years in FCA Leadership. I will never forget the
heartbreaking yet heartwarming letter of resignation she read in our FCA Executive
Board meeting in December 2020 during my FCA Presidency in which she served as
FCA Treasurer after the cancer return and she had to go into self-care mode. It was
such a tough decision for her that tricked into her work as a counselor educator and
other areas of her life. She was such a dedicated and beautiful person that I called a
colleague, friend, and fellow warrior in overcoming health challenges. Over the years,
we checked on each other via phone/text, and we both enjoyed those chats. We also
prayed for each other. I missed seeing her in person at professional conferences and
other FCA events. Rest in eternal peace, Stephanie. I am so grateful that you could
cross many things off your bucket list before your time on earth ended."

Dr. Letitia Browne-James, LMHC-S, NCC, BC-TMH,
FCA Immediate Past President
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IN REMEMBRANCE:
DR. STEPHANIE CARROLL
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Save the Date!
FCA Annual Convention
September 30th - October 1st, 2022
Tampa, Florida
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FCA Contact:
FCA Mailing Address:
2750 Taylor Avenue, Suite A-36
Orlando, Florida 32806
Website:
https://www.flacounseling.org
Newsletter Submissions:
As an FCA Member, you are welcomed and encouraged to submit an article,
announcement, and/or professional celebration in the newsletter.
Please contact Dominique Battle, FCA Secretary at fcasecretary1@gmail.com
for more information regarding submissions.
If submitting articles, please submit articles for the FCA Guidelines Newsletter to
Dominique Battle, Publications Committee Chair, at
fcaguidelines@gmail.com
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